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Abstract: This work is focused to reduce the cost and time in
tuning the parameters of milling machine in decreasing the
surface roughness of composite of (Al2O3+SiC) which is used
in aeronautical industry. We used grey wolf optimization to get
the optimal set of four input parameters of the CNC milling
machine and get 19% more improved results than simulated
annealing applied on same. In this analysis we also described
the most effective parameters in deciding the surface
roughness in used composite object. We found that the feed
and depth of cut are most affecting input parameters in milling
machine whereas step over ratio is least affecting input
variable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metal cutting development, or more especially the machining
advancement, is an indispensable piece of any mechanical
amassing office. It is moreover considered as the most
routinely used metal shaping procedure. The measure of theory
being made all around in show day machine instruments for
doing machining is seen as an advantage of a nation.
Generally, the term metal cutting is portrayed as an
undertaking in which a thin layer of metal or chip is removed
from a greater body by using a wedge shaped instrument. The
term machining can be described as a metal cutting strategy in
which both the work piece and the gadget are held firm by a
power-driven mechanical structure and the material ousted
from the work piece in kind of chips is prompted by the
relative development among gadget and work piece.
Machining development finds its wide based application in a
significant measure of organizations, for example: auto,
aeronautics/carrier and home devices, to give a few
illustrations. The forefront history of machining backpedals to
the complete of the eighteenth century when the instruments
made of set carbon steel were used to machine easy to-cut
materials like dim cast iron, metal and bronze, other than
fundamental turning of wood. The machining development has
progressed starting there ahead and in different points. It has
rolled out improvement in machine mechanical assembly
structures, stream, power and solidness. Additionally,
progression is seen and proceeding in cutting device tip
substrates and its coatings; advancements in its geometry; in
gadget and workpiece holding devices. Progression in
conveying better control (NC and CNC) and refined
machining programming.
Surface roughness is one of the most important parameters to
determine the quality of a product. Surface roughness consists
of the fine irregularities of the surface texture, including feed

marks generated by the machining process. The quality of a
surface is significantly important factor in evaluating the
productivity of machine tool and machined parts. The
mechanism behind the formation of surface roughness is very
dynamic, complicated, and process dependent. Several factors
will influence the final surface roughness in a CNC end milling
operation such as controllable factors like CNC cutting speed,
feed, depth of cut and step over ratio. Because of these
dependencies researchers used several optimisation algorithms
and latest simulated annealing (SA) was used to tune these
parameters for optimum surface roughness of material. It has
been seen that although SA gave better results than rest four
but number of iterations required in SA was very high so the
convergence time. Whereas a new Grey Wolf Optimisation
(GWO) algorithm has proved better than SA in other non
linear applications. So in our work we will try to remove this
issue with less convergence time and better surface roughness.
In this work we used GWO optimization to improve the
surface smoothness. Following sections will detail the GWO
optimization, how GWO tunes the milling machine input
parameters for targeted objective functions and results in last
section.
II. GREY WOLF OPTIMIZATION (GWO)
grey wolf optimization is a new algorithm based on hunting
behaviour of grey wolves. Wolves hunts into a group and
encircle the prey. These wolves follow the hierarchical
structure in the group to hunt down the prey. The wolf with
best position with respect to prey is at the top level of
hierarchy which gives command to others. The following two
wolves with decreasing optimal value is at corresponding
levels as shown in figure 2.1 [13].

Fig 2.1. Hierarchy of grey wolf (dominance decreases from top
down). [13]
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The wolves encircle the prey and mathematically it can be
written as;
⃗⃗⃗ 𝑋
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑋 (𝑡)|
𝐷 = |𝐶.

(2.1)

⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝐴 . 𝐷
⃗
𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋

(2.2)

Here 𝑡 shows the current iteration, 𝐴 and 𝐶 are coefficient
vector, ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑋𝑝 indicates position vector of prey or 𝑋shows position
vector of grey wolf.
𝐴 And 𝐶 both are calculated as:𝐴 = 2 𝑎 . ⃗⃗𝑟⃗1 − 𝑎
𝐶 = 2. 𝑟⃗⃗⃗2
Here components of 𝑎 are linearly decreased from 2 to 0 of
iterations and r1, r2 both are random vectors in [0, 1].
During hunting the prey the alpha guides the beta and delta
wolves since it is at the best optimal position w.r.t. prey so far.
The algorithm considers that alpha, beta and delta wolves are
at optimal positions than others, so keeping these three's
positions in consideration, other wolves are updated as:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗∝ − 𝑋 |, 𝐷
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝛽 = | 𝐶
⃗⃗⃗⃗2 . 𝑋
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝛽 − 𝑋|, ⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗3 . ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐷∝ =| ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐶1 . 𝑋
𝐷𝛿 = | 𝐶
𝑋𝛿 −
𝑋|
… . (2.3)
⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗∝ − ⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗2
𝑋1 = 𝑋
𝐴1 .( ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐷∝ ), 𝑋
⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐴3 . (𝐷𝛿 )
(2.4)

=

⃗⃗⃗⃗𝛽 − 𝐴
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗2 . (𝐷
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝛽 ), 𝑋
⃗⃗⃗⃗3 = 𝑋
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗∝ −
𝑋

This process is shown in graph 2.2

Fig. 2.3: 2D position vectors and their possible next locations.
[13]
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
As discussed we are testing the proposed algorithm for the
Aluminium composite Al2O3+SiC. Linear regression and non
linear regression tests are performed mathematically. We
developed the MATLAB script for GWO which optimises the
input parameters of CNC milling machine. These input
parameters are speed of cut, depth of cut, feed and step over
ratio. The experimental test to get a very smooth object for
various combination of input parameters will waste the
material a lot and increases the cost and time in the project. To
avoid these we used simulation of experiment and get the
optimized set of input parameters in no time which are
approximate to saturation point. Grey Wolf Optimization
(GWO) is used to select optimal parameters of milling
machine. The surface roughness is the objective function
which needs to be minimized. The linear equation which
relates the surface roughness with four optimising parameters
is given in equation 3.1.
R a = 0.893 − 0.0028x1 + 0.00186x2 + 1.19x3 + 3.39x4
.......3.1
Where R a is surface roughness in µm
x1 is speed in m/min

Fig. 2.2. Position updating in GWO. [13]

x2 is the feed in µm /rev
x3 is the depth of cut mm

When prey is encircled by equations 2.1 and 2.2 then the 𝑎.
⃗⃗⃗ 𝐴
is reduced from [-2a to 2a] to get near to prey where 𝑎.
⃗⃗⃗
reduces from 1 to 0 as shown in figure 2.3.

x4 is the step over ratio
Similarly non linear relation between them is also established
which is represented in equation 3.2.
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R a = 1.99 − 0.454log10 x1 + 0.124log10 x2 + 0.157log10 x3 +
0.794log10 x4
.......3.2
GWO is discussed in section 3, the positions of grey wolves
are equivalent to input parameters to milling machine. Since
we have four input parameters, so a wolf's position is also
represented by these four values. Each wolf tends to reach at
prey's position which is the best optimum solution. In our
application, The prey's position is the position for which
surface roughness is minimum as it is the best optimal solution
for milling machine case. To get near to this optimal position
each wolf calculates the difference between the roughness
value by its present position and best roughness value so far.
The wolf steps to minimize this difference. For the first
iteration, wolves positions are chosen randomly within
searching space area and the best optimal solution is
considered zero. Three best solutions are selected as discussed
in section II and mean of their updated positions is the updated
position for every wolf which is converging towards the prey.
For this new position of wolves, new surface roughness value
is calculated and compared with previous best solution. This
process keeps on repeating till all iterations are not finished.
The algorithmic steps for the whole process are as:
Step1. input the upper and lower bounds for machine input
parameters as in table 4.2.
Step2. initialize the positions of 20 wolves randomly for the
first iteration and update these till 100 iterations.

The terms used in GWO is significant in CNC milling
machine's parameter optimisation. This equivalent significant
terminology is shown in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Grey Wolf optimization terminology equivalent to
CNC machine
GWO terms
CNC machine optimization
Position of wolves

CNC machine input parameters

Searching space for
prey by wolves

Maximum and minimum limits
of input values to select the
optimal

Prey's position

Final optimal set of CNC
machine values

𝛼_𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑓

Best set
parameters

of

CNC

input

IV. RESULTS
This work is developed in MATLAB and completely
simulation work. Results are tested and compared with
Simulated annealing (SA) optimisation for both linear and non
linear regression analysis. The convergence curve between
GWO and SA optimization is drawn in figure 4.1. The
minimum is the slope and earlier is the saturation point, better
are results.

Step3. for each wolf position calculate the surface roughness
for linear and non linear regression using equation 4.1 and
4.2.
Step4. save the 20 roughness values into a table for 1st
iteration and arrange them in increasing order.
Step5. top 3 minimum surface roughness values are selected
and corresponding wolves are assigned as 𝛼_𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑓 ,
𝛽_𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑓 and 𝛾_𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑓.
Step6. Update these three positions using equation 3.1 and
3.2.
Step7. Mean of these three new positions is considered as the
new position of each wolf towards the convergence point
in the searching space.
Step8. Surface roughness for these new positions of 20
wolves is calculated again
Step9.

repeat the steps from 4-7 till all iterations are finished.

Figure 4.1: optimisation curve for linear analysis for GWO and
Simulated Annealing (SA)
The surface roughness obtained for final tunes input
parameters set is 1.33 and 1.66 with GWO and SA respectively
which is 20.5% less than SA. Table 4.1 shows the finally
settled input values to milling machine for linear regression
analysis.

Step10. Finally settled saturation position of wolf for which
no more convergence is achieved is the optimal values of
CNC milling machine input parameters.
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Table 4.1: Output tuned parameters for three optimisation
algorithms by linear analysis
Sped of
m/c in
m/min

Feed
in µm
/rev

Depth
of cut
on mm

Step
over
ratio

Surface
Roughness
in µm

GWO

6000

100

0.2

0.5

1.33200

SA

5675.69

100

0.4

0.5

1.66

others. So depth of cut and feed values contribute more in
minimising the roughness. The step over ratio has almost
negligible affect and maintains it fixed value during
optimization.

Similarly, for the non linear regression analysis the final values
are 0.17 and 0.21 for GWO and SA which is 19% lower than
SA. Table 4.2 lists the final tuned sets for both methods for
comparison.
Table 4.2: Output tuned parameters for three optimisation
algorithms by non-linear analysis
Sped of
m/c in
m/min
6000
5998.94

GWO
SA

Feed
in µm
/rev
100
100

Depth
of cut
on mm
0.2
0.29

Step
over
ratio
0.5
0.52

Surface
Roughness
in µm
0.17396
0.2149

Surface roughness in µm

The comparison of non linear and linear analysis for proposed
solution is shown in graph 4.2.

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Figure 4.3:surface roughness comparison for both linear and
non linear analysis
As per the slop of four graphs in above figure the most
effective input parameter for surface roughness is as in given
sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.

feed
depth of cut
speed
step over ratio
V. CONCLUSION

GWO

SA

GSA[10] TLBO[10]

GA

Linear Analysis
Non linear
analysis

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Surface roughness for non linear
and non linear regression
Above figure clearly demonstrates that minimum surface
roughness is obtained in case of on linear regression analysis
by our proposed GWO optimization. If linear regression case is
considered than also proposed algorithm out pass others. A
figure 5.6 is plotted to check the dependency of surface
roughness over each input variable to CNC machine. The
graph is plotted for surface roughness vs normalized
independent variables to bring all four at same scale as all of
them are differing by a large scale, for example speed is in
between 2000-4000 rpm and depth of cut is in between 0.2-0.4.
From figure 4.3, it is clear that the graph of depth and feed in
machine has larger slope than others and surface roughness
value shows more dependency over these as compared to

We used a new Grey Wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm
which tunes the input parameters of milling machine keeping
the minimum surface roughness of the object in consideration.
The advantages of converting the testing of surface roughness
on machine to simulation are: it saves the cost of experiment as
no more requirement to mile the object repeatedly for different
input settings in machine, saves time and simulation gives
quick and approximate input variables set. We considered four
tuning parameters of CNC machine: depth of cut, speed of cut,
feed and step over ratio. In 100 iterations of GWO, different
100 sets of these values are tested and the one with minimum
surface roughness is finalised. All these 100 values are not
randomly chosen but varies to converge towards a minima
point within a searching space boundary. Surface Roughness
thus obtained is compared with a recent optimization technique
used for the same purpose and for linear regression case we get
20.5% improvement in results and 19% for the non linear
regression analysis.
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